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Ø  The LHC will open a large new energy frontier.  We are almost 
certain to find new physics there.  But what that new physics 
is we don’t know 

Ø  The way for us to be prepared is to have the most powerful 
toolbox we can build 

Ø  Provide more clean leptons (e,µ)  with higher fake rejection 
power:  

§  isolated leptons from EWK, exotic decays 
§  non-isolated leptons from boosted particles (top, heavy 

neutrino etc) 

Ø  3rd generation particles is likely to be big, whatever the 
source of  EWK symmetry breaking 

§  b-jet, tau identifications 
Ø  Redundancy in the lepton trigger: trigger efficiency 

Ø  Few Physics cases 
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§  EM calorimeter + pixel: provide a very 
efficient triggerin both barrel and forward 
regions, even without strip track (L1 
default track) 

§  It recovers electrons which has a large 
bremsstrahlung inside the tracker (E/P>1, 
but EM cluster still matches to the pixel 
hits) 

§  Additional background rejection from 
photon conversion and neutral pions 

§  Many L1 fake electrons are non-isolated, 
so L1 track trigger focus on isolated 
electrons, but real electrons from b/c-jets 
and boosted particles are non-isolated and 
can be triggered by the pixel trigger 
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Ø  Generic e/µ with higher efficiency and low fakes 
§  More powerful EWK physics (especially in forward region) 
§  Diboson and tri-bosons with more electrons in forward region 

Ø  Higgs 

§  Hàhhàbbbb (b-tagging) 

Ø  Long-lived particles 

§  Massive neutral particle (X, spin0) decaying to two jets  
Ø  Lepton Flavor violation  

§  Tauàtri-muons  

Ø  Non-isolated leptons 

§  Decays from heavy boson: W_RàN(neutrino)+e/µ (forward)

§  b/c-jets from heavy particles  
   with non-isolated leptons 

 

Ø  Physics with taus 
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Ø  Since the Higgs discovery, important to measure coupling to 
fermions, bosons and Higgs self-coupling 

Ø  Higgs self-couplings: HàHHà4b: very challenging to trigger 
     events due to very large backgrounds 
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Ø  HT trigger: sum of  jets trigger will suffer from very high event 
yields 

Ø  2 or 3-btagg using the L1 pixel trigger will significantly 
improve in selecting double Higgs events at L1, while keeping 
the backgrounds at a reasonable level 
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•  b-tagging performance: signal efficiency 60%,  fake rate 5%: (60,5) 
•  But without primary vertex requirement: (60%,12%) or (70%, 18%) 



Ø  Long-lived particles (X0): 
§  Extension to the SM: MSSM, GMSB, inelastic 

dark matter, and Hidden Valley scenarios 
§  Massive neutral particle (X, spin0) decaying 

to two jets  
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Ø  Triggers (default at Run 1) 

§  L1: HT>150 GeV   
§  HLT:  

§  HT>300 GeV,   

ü  2 jets: Pt>60 GeV,  

ü  <3 tracks with d<300µm 
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Number of the tracks with d>500µm 
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Ø  Current Trigger without pixel: has a poor efficiency for  relatively low 
mass long lived particles 

Ø  Pixel triggers: tracks with large d0 for small ctau, no pixel hits for 
larger ctau can increase the efficiency by a factor of  10 to 50 

     à limit improvement by 3~7 factors 



Ø  Many performance studies on electron, muon, b-
tagging: 
§  We find significant improve in identifying lepton, while 

rejecting fake lepton 

 

Ø  Several physics cases are underway 
§  Improvements in all SM processes involving leptons 
§  We find good physics cases in double Higgsà4b, long-lived 

particles, and lepton number violation case (tri-muons) 
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